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Abstract

Clinical trials in chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) often assess

efficacy using the ordinal Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and Treatment (INCAT) dis-

ability score. Here, data from the PATH study was reanalyzed using change in Inflamma-

tory Rasch-built Overall Disability Scale (I-RODS) to define CIDP relapse instead of

INCAT. The PATH study comprised an intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) dependency

period and an IVIG (IgPro10 [Privigen]) restabilization period; subjects were then ran-

domized to weekly maintenance subcutaneous immunoglobulin (SCIG; IgPro20

[Hizentra]) 0.2 g/kg or 0.4 g/kg or placebo for 24 weeks. CIDP relapse was defined as

≥1-point deterioration in adjusted INCAT, with a primary endpoint of relapse or with-

drawal rates. This retrospective exploratory analysis redefined relapse using I-RODS via

three different cut-off methods: an individual variability method, fixed cut-off of
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≥8-point deterioration on I-RODS centile score or ≥4-point deterioration on I-RODS raw

score. Relapse or withdrawal rates were 47% for placebo, 34% for 0.2 g/kg IgPro20 and

19% for 0.4 g/kg IgPro20 using the raw score; 40%, 28% and 15%, respectively using

the centile score, and 49%, 40% and 27%, respectively using the individual variability

method. IgPro20 was shown to be efficacious as a maintenance therapy for CIDP when

relapse was defined using I-RODS. A stable response pattern was shown for I-RODS

across various applied cut-offs, which could be applied in future clinical trials.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) is an acquired

neuropathy and is thought to have an autoimmune-mediated etiology.1

CIDP is characterized by symmetrical, proximal, and distal bilateral weak-

ness and somatosensory alterations in arms and legs that usually worsen

over 8 weeks or longer.2 The 10-point Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause

and Treatment (INCAT) disability score has been used to assess efficacy in

many trials.3-7 The INCAT score assesses the functionality of the arms and

legs by giving a 0-5 score for arms and for legs, with 0 representing no dis-

ability and 5 representing no arm function or inability to stand/walk.8,9

There are several issues with the INCAT scoring system including the

greater emphasis on leg dysfunction and the fact that the difference in dis-

ability between each numerical value is not equally weighted. While used

as a linear scale in trials, a 1-point change may have different clinical signifi-

cance depending on where on the INCAT scale the change occurs. This is

highlighted by the use of the adjusted INCAT score in which changes in

upper limb function from 0 to 1 (normal to minor symptoms) or 1 to 0 are

excluded as they are often considered not to be clinically relevant.10

Another potential efficacy measure for neuropathies is the Inflamma-

tory Rasch-built Overall Disability Scale (I-RODS), a 24-item patient-

reported outcome measure. This questionnaire captures activity and

participation restrictions and disease impact on daily tasks.11 It has been

suggested that I-RODS, as an interval metric, may be more suitable to

assess the range of disability changes in CIDP and may have greater rele-

vance to clinical practice.12 This has led to discussions as to whether clini-

cal trials should use I-RODS as a primary endpoint instead of INCAT.9,10

The placebo-controlled Polyneuropathy And Treatment with

Hizentra (PATH) study investigated subcutaneous immunoglobulin

(SCIG; IgPro20 [Hizentra, CSL Behring, King of Prussia, PA, USA]) as

maintenance therapy for CIDP. The primary endpoint of the PATH

study was CIDP relapse or withdrawal, with relapse defined as

a ≥ 1-point increase (deterioration) in adjusted INCAT score.3 Change

in I-RODS was assessed as a secondary outcome in PATH. Before

I-RODS can be accepted as a suitable primary outcome measure, the

clinimetric behavior of I-RODS in clinical trials must be more exten-

sively investigated, and the optimal cut-off threshold of relapse by

I-RODS determined. Here, the relapse or withdrawal rate data from

PATH are re-analyzed using changes in I-RODS score for those

already INCAT-relapsed to define relapse criteria and to assess

whether altering the definition of relapse affects the efficacy out-

comes from PATH.3

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | The PATH study

The methods and primary results of the PATH study (NCT01545076)

have been reported.3 Briefly, the PATH study investigated two doses

of SCIG (IgPro20) vs placebo as maintenance therapy for CIDP.

Before randomization to SCIG or placebo, subjects underwent intra-

venous immunoglobulin (IVIG) withdrawal as part of an IgG depen-

dency test13; subjects who showed clinical deterioration were then

attempted to be restabilized with IVIG (IgPro10 [Privigen, CSL

Behring]) prior to enrollment to the randomized SCIG period of the

study. Clinical deterioration in the IgG dependency test was initially

defined as ≥1-point increase in adjusted INCAT score; following a

study amendment, a ≥ 4-point decrease in I-RODS or decrease of

≥8 kPa in grip strength were also included as deterioration criteria to

assess IgG dependency. CIDP stability was defined as an adjusted

INCAT score returning to at least the score recorded at screening and

at two or more consecutive visits in the restabilization phase.

Subjects who were restabilized were then randomized to weekly

SCIG maintenance therapy (0.2 or 0.4 g/kg body weight [bw]) or pla-

cebo for 24 weeks.3 The primary endpoint of the PATH study was the

rate of CIDP relapse (defined as a ≥ 1-point increase in adjusted

INCAT score) or withdrawal in the SCIG period. Change in I-RODS,

grip strength, and Medical Research Council (MRC) sum scores were

captured as secondary efficacy endpoints.

2.2 | I-RODS as relapse criterion methodology

This analysis assessed relapse or withdrawal rates using changes in

I-RODS to define relapse rather than changes in INCAT. The
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original study design used INCAT deterioration to define relapse,

at which point subjects were removed from the study. Therefore,

the dataset available for the I-RODS analysis has the caveat that

subjects could have been removed from the study due to INCAT

deterioration before deterioration by I-RODS could be assessed.

These patients are classed as “unknown” rather than assuming

relapse status in this analysis. Furthermore, this current analysis

could only be undertaken in subjects who had raw I-RODS scores

available both at baseline and at least one post-baseline visit.

These limitations must be taken into consideration when analyzing

the results.

In the SCIG period of the PATH study, relapse according to

I-RODS was calculated using three methods: (A) a fixed cut-off of

≥4-point deterioration on I-RODS raw score, with a maximal score of

48, (B) a fixed cut-off of ≥8-points deterioration on I-RODS centile

score, or (C) individual variability defined by Draak et al.14

For the raw score method, intra-subject differences of the post-

baseline values to baseline were derived. Regarding the raw score

method, deterioration was classed as ≤�4-point change in I-RODS. For

the centile score method, subjects were classified as deteriorated

(relapsed) if the change in I-RODS was ≤�8 points. The thresholds were

chosen for both the centile score and raw score methods based on MCID

calculations, although these are yet to be fully validated for I-RODS.

For the individual variability method, raw I-RODS scores were

Rasch-transformed, and intra-subject differences between post-baseline

visits and baseline were calculated (diffij, where i is the subject and j is the

visit). For each post-baseline visit, the SE (SE) of the difference was calcu-

lated by taking paired values into account only (SEi). Minimal clinically

important difference (MCID) per subject at each post-baseline visit was

then derived as MCID (MCIDij = diffij/SEj). Subjects were classified as

deteriorated (relapsed) if the MCIDij was ≤�1.96.

2.3 | Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SAS software. These

included the following:

• Deriving the 95% Wilson score confidence intervals for the pro-

portions of I-RODS relapse or withdrawal by individual variability

method, centile score method and raw score method, and propor-

tions of INCAT relapse or withdrawal rates in the reduced I-RODS

analysis population

• Deriving the Kaplan-Meier failure probability estimates, and per-

forming the log-rank test for the P values, for the time to I-RODS

relapse or withdrawal by individual variability method, centile score

method and raw score method, and time to INCAT relapse or with-

drawal rates in the reduced I-RODS analysis population

All confidence intervals and P values are unadjusted.

3 | RESULTS

A total of 172 subjects demonstrated CIDP stability by adjusted

INCAT at the end of the restabilization period and were randomized

to placebo (N = 57), 0.2 g/kg IgPro20 (N = 57) or 0.4 g/kg

IgPro20 (N = 58).

Raw I-RODS scores were available at baseline and at least one

post-baseline visit in 45 subjects (79%) in the placebo group,

50 (88%) of the 0.2 g/kg IgPro20 group, and 52 (91%) of the 0.4 g/

kg IgPro20 group and were therefore used for the I-RODS relapse

rates re-analysis. While this analysis was not designed as a direct

comparison of INCAT and I-RODS, for context, in this smaller

F IGURE 1 Proportions of I-RODS
relapse or withdrawal by individual
variability method, centile score method
and raw score method, and proportions of
INCAT relapse or withdrawal rates in the
reduced I-RODS analysis population.
Centile, I-RODS centile score method;
CI, confidence interval; IDV, I-RODS
individual variability method; INCAT,

Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and
Treatment disability score; I-RODS,
Inflammatory Rasch-built Overall
Disability Scale; RAW, I-RODS raw score
method
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subset, the relapse or withdrawal rate using adjusted INCAT was

60% for placebo, 38% for 0.2 g/kg IgPro20 and 19% for 0.4 g/kg

IgPro20.

When relapse or withdrawal rates in the SCIG phase were

assessed with relapse defined by a change in I-RODS status, with

patients having INCAT relapse prior to I-RODS relapse counted as

“unknown”, outcomes were similar using all three methods to define

I-RODS relapse, with higher relapse rates seen for placebo compared

with the IgPro20 groups (Figure 1). Using the raw score, relapse or

withdrawal rates were 47% for placebo, 34% for 0.2 g/kg IgPro20 and

19% for 0.4 g/kg IgPro20. Using the centile score, relapse or with-

drawal rates were 40%, 28%, and 15%, respectively for placebo,

0.2 g/kg IgPro20 and 0.4 g/kg IgPro20 and using the individual vari-

ability method were 49%, 40%, and 27%, respectively.

A total of 2 patients in the placebo group, 5 patients in the

0.2 g/kg IgPro20 group, and 5 patients in the 0.4 g/kg IgPro20 group

completed or withdrew from the study without INCAT relapse, but

with relapse according to I-RODS centile score.

In terms of time to relapse, there was no clear trend of one

method (INCAT or I-RODS) being able to identify relapse significantly

earlier than the others (P values >0.05; Figure 2), therefore it could be

likely that those with “unknown” I-RODS relapse status who relapsed

based on INCAT would have relapsed on I-RODS within the study

timeframe if they remained in the study.

Furthermore, an analysis of time to relapse in 31 patients who

relapsed according to both raw I-RODS and INCAT found no relevant

difference in timing of relapse between the two methods; 71% of

relapses occurred on the same day for both methods (Figure 3).

F IGURE 3 Summary of time to
relapse by INCAT and raw I-RODS in
patients who relapsed according to both
methods (n = 31)

F IGURE 2 Time to I-RODS relapse or
withdrawal by individual variability
method, centile score method and raw
score method, and time to INCAT relapse
or withdrawal rates in the reduced
I-RODS analysis population. Centile,
I-RODS centile score method; IDV,
I-RODS individual variability method;
INCAT, Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause

and Treatment disability score; I-RODS,
Inflammatory Rasch-built Overall
Disability Scale; RAW, I-RODS raw score
method
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4 | DISCUSSION

When assessing relapse or withdrawal rates with relapse defined by

I-RODS, the results were similar to the original adjusted INCAT

relapse or withdrawal rates seen in the PATH study.3 Our results were

similar for all three methods of I-RODS analysis, suggesting that I-

RODS data can be used in the raw, but preferably in the centile score

format. While the individual variability or centile score methods may

be better from a statistical analysis point of view, they are not as read-

ily accessible as ordinal scores, as centiles need to be calculated and

the variability method involves several formulae.

A limitation to the current PATH study analysis to consider when

interpreting the results is the fact that, as the study originally used

adjusted INCAT as the primary endpoint, some subjects were with-

drawn from the study following relapse according to adjusted INCAT

but before they relapsed according to I-RODS. Further data on

adjusted INCAT relapsers following withdrawal was therefore not

available so it was not possible to determine whether they subse-

quently relapsed according to I-RODS.

INCAT is a standard choice for primary endpoints in CIDP trials,

and from our original analysis, was shown to be effective at showing a

difference in response between placebo and the two doses of

IgPro20. While our results show a similar outcome for adjusted INCAT

and I-RODS, some physicians believe that I-RODS could also be an

appropriate method of efficacy assessment due to its interval nature

and increased scope of disability assessment. While I-RODS provides

additional functional information compared with INCAT, this study

was not primarily designed for comparison purposes, and therefore a

comparison of the two disability scores is beyond the scope of this

work. When designing any clinical trial, it is important to choose the

most appropriate outcome measure in order to define efficacy. INCAT

has been criticized as this measure only assesses functional aspects of

arms and legs, and it has been postulated that INCAT may underesti-

mate the full scope of impacts that neuropathies have on daily life.15

However, despite this criticism INCAT has been demonstrated to be

responsive in various trials.3-7 The INCAT questions regarding arm

function have been criticized for assessing similar aspects of activities

of daily living, which although differently questioned, partly overlap

and embrace the same concept. The limitation of these questions is

that they generally all rely on the same functional ability, so issues in

one question will often be reflected in the other questions. A change

in INCAT points is not as easily observed for the leg scores, which

relate to a more discrete deterioration in function. A small change in

the arm scores could therefore skew the results for INCAT.4,16 In

PATH, adjusted INCAT relapses were mainly driven by arm scores

(data not shown).

Some physicians have questioned the subjective nature of the

I-RODS measure, as it could be argued that a patient's mood could

affect responses to the questionnaire. However, a recent study

showed a strong correlation between I-RODS scores and grip strength

in patients with neuropathies, supporting the correlation between

subjective and objective measures.17 In addition, in a study by

Vanhoutte et al. of patients with CIDP or Guillain-Barré syndrome

(GBS), responders were assessed through three outcome measures

(I-RODS, Rasch-transformed MRC score or Rasch-transformed modi-

fied INCAT sensory score) using the MCID method with a cut-off of

1.96.12 At the end of the 12-month follow-up period, more patients

showed a meaningful change in I-RODS (GBS 97.1%, CIDP 42.1%)

than MRC score (GBS 70.6%, CIDP 29%) or INCAT sensory score

(GBS 35.3%, CIDP 21.6%). This suggests that I-RODS can be used as

a clinically sensitive outcome measure in CIDP and other neuropa-

thies. These findings were validated by the external criterion respon-

siveness method (capturing patients' voice), showing a higher

correlation for the I-RODS scores, compared with the other metrics. A

study by Stucki et al. exploring the generation of change scores in the

physical ability scale of the SF-36, concluded that numerically equal

gains may differ in their meaning depending on baseline health status,

and pointed out challenges associated with the interpretation of

change scores in ordinal clinical scales.18 Limitations and fundamental

deficiencies associated with the use of ordinal level scales are dis-

cussed in detail in Merbitz et al.19

The present study does not allow a comparison of the sensitivity

of INCAT and I-RODS in their ability to detect relapse in CIDP. Given

that there were more patients who relapsed based on INCAT, com-

pared with I-RODS, one could argue that INCAT is more sensitive.

While it's possible that INCAT is more sensitive than I-RODS, the

higher number of patients who relapsed on INCAT could be attributed

to methodological issues related to study design, as patients who

relapsed by I-RODS would not be detected if I-RODS relapse

occurred after INCAT relapse.

5 | CONCLUSION

In summary, IgPro20 was shown to be efficacious as a maintenance

treatment for CIDP when relapse was defined using I-RODS instead

of adjusted INCAT, further validating the original INCAT results. All

three I-RODS methods used in this analysis were found to be compa-

rable and could be considered instead of, or as a validation of,

adjusted INCAT to assess efficacy in CIDP. However, prospective

comparison between these two outcome measures or a combination

of both in terms of capturing responsiveness could be performed

before firm conclusions can be drawn.
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